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umber of days is set aside and all votes that do not come up by the end of that time pass automatically.
 106.	What you call a budget we call a supply day.
I was thinking of other business.—(Mr. Dunnetf) i
What I am suggesting to Major Attlee is this, that
whereas your supply or debates on the supply, I
•understand, run on for months and the rest of your
parliamentary business takes a secondary place, as
it were,  our supply or our financial arrangements
are  limited to a few days in the year and the rest
of our business is the bulk of the business of the
House.
 107.	How many days do you set apart ?    Rather
less than we do ?—Yes.    We have two sessions in
the year.    The budget session runs on from the end
of January till the end of March.    The other session
lasts   for   three   weeks.—(Mr.   Haig} :    Possibly   a
practical reason which has just occurred to me for
the feature mentioned by Major Attlee is this.    The
members of the Assembly have to come long distances
from their homes, and after they have been in session
for a certain time, as a rule they are anxious to get
back to their homes.    Now, if it comes to a test of
endurance,   Government   can   go   on   sitting   quite
happily with their official members, all on the spot,
and could obviously wear out gradually the opposi
tion.    So  I do not think it would be a practical
course-to try to organise obstruction on these lines,
because    Government    could    really    wear    them
out.
108. But in fact there is no way at present to prevent it ?—(Mr. Haig}:  No.    I think not.
 113.	The Chairman :   Does it apply now in any
department ?—Yes,   sir;    it   is   the   normal    rtile.
Certainly it is the normal rule in the Home Depart
ment.
 114.	I had an impression that this circulation, this
interchange between the secretariat and the districts,
the range of circulation, the constancy of it was less
than it used to be ?—Well, as I have said, there are
exceptions.    Sometimes perhaps the system is worked
with a little elasticity, but that still remains the
formal rule.
 115.	Sir Arthur Froom :   Have you a system of
Permanent staff like you   have  Permanent  Under
secretaries at Home in any department ?    Have you
got the same system obtaining out here ?—No, not
in the higher ranks.    The highest permanent official
that we have in  the department is the Assistant
Secretary.

 116.	The Chairman :   Might I just ascertain one
or two matters of fact ?    Could you tell me how many
years the present Foreign Secretary has been Foreign
Secretary ?—That is one of the cases I mentioned as
an exception.
 117.	Never mind, how long is it ?—I think it is
probably eight years.    I cannot really say off-hand.
 118.	How long has the present Finance Secretary-
been hi the secretariat ?—Well, of course he was the
Army Secretary, and before that he was Financial
Adviser, so he had been up here for a long tixne.
 119.	How long has the Industries Secretary been
in the secretariat ?—He was Finance Secretary and
he is now doing a term as Industries Secretary.
' 120. Of course it is not necessary to say that there is nothing intended to be in the nature of a criticism in these questions, still less any personal reference, but it is useful to know the facts. I dare say
109. Sir Arthur Froom :   There was one question,
iuy.  Sir sirirtur rroom :    iiieie wy.s one ijuoauuu,      w«.v.w,, ^-~ — —	—	-.»,-...-:-,. i»«-r.,
tariat have spent-their fife in the secretariat and how .far in the field ?—Yes».
121. Mr. Kikabhai Premehand : The commercial community is the most influential section in the country. They pay a large proportion of taxes and are likely to supply more stable material in the councils. Would you not therefore have increased representation in the Assembly and in the Council for the commercial community ?—Well, that raises a big question, of course, how far you want to base your

sir to which you referred, and that is the system your.department can give us a return showwg now LiheCentralZegislature underwhich fl-*"™* ^.^,^±^^^^1^2^^^ Members and Secretaries in charge of departments sit in one House or the other. That actually takes away a considerable part of their tune. Roughly speaking, we might say that the sessions last for three months in the year, including the Delhi and Simla sessions. Would it be right to consider that that has any detrimental effect on the efficient working of the departments ?—It must slow up business. Undoubtedly during the session the ordinary departmental business is working slowly, and at the con-
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cases which have to be disposed of. But, of course, we manage ; we try to get along with all our urgent business. It is a strain.
non-officials were subjected to the mfluence of Government in recording votes ?—(Mr. aatg) : A think the understanding is that they are free to
Froom •   Does that obtain in the ;retary being held by one mamauai--*         **-•-" gVate'?—I well remember a case on the
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 110.	Can you suggest any other system that per
haps might be more beneficial for working ?—Per-
.sonally I value the opportunity of getting contact
with the legislature through sitting in it,     I think
it is valuable for one's own work.
 111.	With reference to  the  secretaries,  is there
.any inconvenience suffered from the system of the
office of Secretary being held by one individual---!
think I am right in saying—for three years only ?—
That period  of three years is extendable to four    £££££*~~^' ^nominated member voted
. Whythould he not ?—That was the question
^SFSSS.,   You mean nominated no. a Secretary in the Department of Education, Health and Lands; and so on and so forth-.    Do you think
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that is a reasonable arrangement for the efficiency
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